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Supplemental Materials 

The supplemental materials includes a brief introduction to anisotropic filtering as used 

by the VLM in Appendix A; and a description of the code used in MATLAB 2013a (The 

Mathworks 2013) and in ArcGIS 10.1 (ESRI 2012) in Appendix B. 

Appendix A: ANISOTROPIC FILTERING 

The filter uses a function to calculate a transformation applied to individual pixels in an 

image (Perona and Malik 1990): 
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where  ,  , and   are real number constants, and               (Euler’s number). The 

equation of a one dimensional Gaussian filter is written as: 
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where   is the distance from the origin, and   is the standard deviation of the Gaussian 

distribution. For two dimensions the equation is written as: 
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where   becomes the horizontal distance, and   is the vertical distance from the origin. 

For the original image  (   ) apply the Gaussian kernel  (     ): 
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where the derived image  (     ) is obtained. For larger values of z the scale-space parameter, 

corresponds to images of coarser resolution. This solution is equivalent to the heat equation: 
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where the initial condition  (     )      (   ). The anisotropic diffusion equation is written as: 
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where     is the divergence operator,   is the diffusion coefficient, and   and   are the gradient 

and Laplacian operators respective to the space variables;  (     ) is the conduction coefficient. 

The equation can be reduced to the isotropic heat diffusion equation        if  (     ) is a 

constant. If the conduction coefficient is set to 1 for the interior of a region, and 0 at the 

boundary, the blurring will take place within the region but will have no interaction in-between. 

Appendix B: VARIABLE AREA LOCAL MAXIMA SEGMENTATION IN MATLAB 

Here we detail the steps involved for generating an aerial LiDAR tree segmentation from 

a Log ASCII Standard ‘*.LAS’ file type [where ‘*’ is the file name], and converting those data 

into ArcGIS-ready ASCII file-type ‘*.ASC’ and ‘*.CSV’ (Figure 1).  

LAS PROCESSING IN USFS FUSION 

Each *.LAS file has a header with associated meta-data that includes: the geographic 

projection datum [for our data the projections are either Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 12 (for Arizona) or Zone 13 (for New Mexico), Band S, Northern Hemisphere (N), 

NAD83,WGS84, units in meters; or Central Arizona State Plane HARN, NAD89-92, NAVD88, 

in units of International feet], the number of pulses in each of the four returns (1 through 4), and 

the 8-bit intensity range (0-255). The header file is useful for determining the projection and 

specifications of the aerial LiDAR data if there is no campaign project report or summary report 

available.  

Our LiDAR data are in the *.LAS format (ASPRS 2011, versions 1.1-1.4). The data were 

processed and filtered by the vendor into square or rectangular ‘tiles’ to ensure the file sizes are 



not too large. For our data the tile sizes range from       to       for the UTM projection in 

metric units, or       for the State Plane projection data in international feet.  

BATCH PROCESS 

The easiest way to derive products from large aerial LiDAR collections is to batch the 

data in a distributed process. We use USFS FUSION/LDV (McGaghey 2012) batch commands 

to execute the batch processing. First, a *.TXT file list of the .LAS tiles was created for each 

study area in the command line [cmd]. Open a command prompt window and navigate to the 

drive letter and folder containing the LIDAR point data files (*.LAS): 

a. Click on the Windows Home button and type ‘cmd’ in the interface box: 

b. Type the <Drive letter>:, e.g. ‘I:’ 

c. Select a folder and subfolder containing the data e.g. ‘cd\PAG_2005\LAS\’ 

d. Type: <Drive letter>:\<Folder>\<Subfolder>> dir /b /s *.las > <Drive 

letter>:\<Folder>\<Subfolder>filelist.txt This produces the *.TXT file in the 

subfolder with a list of the files that have the suffix ‘.las’ with the drive letter and 

subfolders identified. 

e. A text file has now been generated in the folder called filelist.txt, open the 

directory where the .LAS data is held and look for it (see figure). 

f. If desired, you can edit the filelist.txt (e.g. in Windows NotePad or TextPad). This 

can be useful when files change directories later in the processing, or if you are 

interested in changing the file format to the .DTM or .ASC type, and to alter the 



folder path. An easy way to do this in TextPad is to select the ‘Replace…’ 

command under the ‘Search’ tab. 

BARE EARTH  

In the FUSION GUI open the drop down menu: Tools > Miscellaneous Utilities > Examine LAS 

File Header to load an individual *.LAS tile from the project folder to determine if the LAS data 

have been classified. If the *.LAS data have been classified by the vendor in proprietary software 

[e.g. TerraScan, MARS, etc.] the discrete pulse returns will have an additional columnar value 

attributed to them. The default class for ground is ‘2’; never classified is ‘0’, unclassified is ‘1’, 

and ‘3-5’ are vegetation (Samberg 2007, ASPRS 2011).   

If data have been classified as ground, FUSION can use the ground points to compute the surface 

model via a spatial interpolation technique (Kraus and Pfeifer 1998, 2001). 

1. Assuming the data has been delivered in both point cloud and bare earth file types (*.LAS, 

*.ASC, *.TXT, *.XYZ) you will first need to convert the bare-ground grids into the 

FUSION Digital Terrain Models (*.DTM file format). This can be done in either ArcMap 

(3-D Analyst) or using FUSION's ASCII2DTM process.  

2. It is easiest to process all *.DTM files in the same folder. If they are not, you will need to 

create a list.TXT file containing a list of all *.DTM file extensions with the drive letter and 

folder where they are located. McGaughey (2012, personal communication) recommends 

editing the list to remove the drive letters to make the commands more portable (for 

example an external hard drive with an unassigned drive letter).  

3. Because of the size of *.LAS files, system RAM, and disk space limitations it is best to 

process tiles individually for their metrics and mosaic the results later. A batch command 



‘call’ script is the easiest way to run files through FUSION's various processing algorithms. 

See GridMetrics section for explanation of using ‘call’ batch commands.  

4. Before generating a Bare Earth Model several considerations must be made before leaving 

the point cloud environment: 

a. Will the data need any interpolation - such as smoothing or filtering? 

i. Sub meter modeling will likely require smoothing to reduce the presence of 

data voids. 

ii. Ordering of script for the median and smooth switches in FUSION is 

critical.  

iii. *.LAS point spacing is a primary measure for the need potential for smooth 

or median filtering. 

iv. It is preferential to do the smoothing and filtering at this point rather than 

later inside of a 2nd party software (like MATLAB or ArcGIS). 

b. Do you need to keep local maxima/minima? 

i. Keeping the minima and maxima will create pimples, dimples, or pock 

marks in the final surface. 

c. What is the neighborhood size of the smoothing or filtering? 

i. The density of the LAS data should tell you a bit about what the minimum 

scale will be of the .DTM product. The PAG data for 2005 and 2008 



supported a 2ft canopy height model, while the 2011 flight supports a 1ft 

model. 

The *.LAS data are run in United States Forest Service (USFS) FUSION/LDV (McGaughey 

2012) batch command (*.BAT) executable GridSurfaceCreate.EXE with a *.BAT call file that 

loads individual tiles through the entire file folder by calling a list *.TXT file: 

for /F "eol=; tokens=1* delims=,. " %%i in (E:\VCNP\Jemez_snowOff\filelist.txt) do 

call filt_vcnp %%i 

CANOPY HEIGHT MODEL 

Canopy height models are created in FUSION (McGaughey 2012) CanopyModel.EXE  

Example script of algorithm 'MCN_p333_chm.bat’ (Note: command scripts should be on a single 

line with no carriage returns):  

CanopyModel /ground:F:\VCNP\SNOWOFF\DTM\2m.dtm /outlier:-5,75 /median:7 /smooth:7 

/peaks F:\VCNP\MCN\CHM\%~n1.dtm 0.333 M M 1 13 2 2 %1.lda 

1. When writing the CanopyModel code you must determine whether you want a canopy 

surface model, or a canopy height model. A surface model represents the elevation above 

mean sea level, the canopy height model is the surface model minus the bare earth model, 

resulting in height above ground level. In this example we use a 2m bare earth model, a finer 

scale model (1m) might be used but we considered 2m to be of a fine enough scale to avoid 

'dimpling' of the surface due to data voids underneath large canopy trees.  

2. Set the /outlier to -5m and 75m or convert to feet (the largest observed 'tree' in the Pinaleno 

LiDAR flight was ~43m in height, the LBT telescope is ~70m).  



DTM to ASCII EXPORT 

The canopy height model DTM files are converted to .ASC file format with FUSION 

(McGaughey 2012) DTM2ASCII.EXE. The header of the .ASC file contains all of the necessary 

information to re-project the outputs from grid space into a map projection. 

Example of the *.ASC header lines: 

ncols 3414 (ncols = number of columns) 

nrows 1028 (nrows = number of rows) 

xllcorner 348314.3370 (xllcorner = x-axis lower left corner) 

yllcorner 3943306.0800 (yllcorner = y-axis lower left corner) 

cellsize 0.3330 (cellsize = pixel size in units of data [here in meters]) 

nodata_value -9999.000000 (nodata_value = pixels with no-data) 

 

MATLAB IMPORT 

FUSION DTM ASCII IMPORT 

The custom Matlab script asc_import.m  imports the canopy height model into MATLAB as a 

structure file: >> tile=asc_import('K:\SWJ2012\LiDAR\CHM\q35106F5103N.asc'); 

The structure tree saved as a ‘tile’ contains the original gridded data as ‘tile.grid’, gridded data 

that has removed the NoData values is named ‘tile.noneg’, and an anisotropic [Gaussian] 

filtered image is named ‘tile.aniso’; in addition all of the original ASC header information is 

saved in the individual structural elements: ncols, nrows, xllcorner, yllcorner, cellsize, 

and nodata_value. The header information will be used again once the VLM script has been 

executed and we want to re-project the individual maxima back into a coordinate plane.  



asc_import.m code: 

function data=asc_import(file) 

data.grid=dlmread(file,' ',6,0); % imports the data grid  

data.ncols=dlmread(file,' ',[0 1 0 1]); % imports the first line of the header 

data.nrows=dlmread(file,' ',[1 1 1 1]); % imports the second line of the header 

data.xllcorner=dlmread(file,' ',[2 1 2 1]); % imports the third line of the header 

data.yllcorner=dlmread(file,' ',[3 1 3 1]); % imports the fourth line of the header 

data.cellsize=dlmread(file,' ',[4 1 4 1]); % imports the fifth line of the header 

data.nodata_value=dlmread(file,' ',[5 1 5 1]); % imports the sixth line of the header 

zeros=data.grid>0; % creates a logic grid for pixels greater than 0 

data.noneg=data.grid.*zeros; % removes the nodata -9999 values 

data.aniso=anisodiff2D(data.noneg,2,1/7,30,2); % anisotropic diffusion of the grid 

 

VARIABLE AREA LOCAL MAXIMA CODE 

The VLM is uses the surface grid that has been imported from the *.ASC: 

>>vlm_output = vlm(tile.grid, 1,1); 

vlm.m code: 

% Variable local maxima distance search method  

% This function returns the X,Y, and Z values for any local maxima, as 

% well as the number of times each local maxima is recorded by a 

% variable distance iteration. 

% the function requires: 

% image = a single band image (can be a .TIF or .CSV) typically a Forest Canopy Height 

% Model in units of height above the surface is best 

% minheight = minimum tree height to be identified, >1m is good to keep most grasses  

% and seedlings limited out 

% iterations= the number of iterations for the 2D anisotrophic diffusion 

% local minima can be found with a negative variable ex: (-x,N,h); 



% The local maxima code was adapted from work found on the MATLAB Central File  

% Exchange published by 

% Yonathan Nativ http://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/14498-local-

maxima-minima 

% Anisotropic 2D function is unchanged from the original (see anisodiff2D.m 

% for full documentation) the purpose of the Anisotropic diffusion is to smooth no-

data gaps in tree canopies  

  

function stems = vlm(image,minheight,iteration) 

% Converts any uint8 file into a double, note that a *.TIF may not have 

% data in height units but rather as 8-bit 0-255 digital numbers,  

% versus the decimal floating point values needed for actual tree heights 

x1=double(image); 

% Creates grid 'xold', this retains the grid's original values. 

xold=x1; 

  

% 2D anisotropic diffusion with # ‘iteration’ to blur the surface while 

% retaining edge values 

% the greater the number of iterations the smoother the output surface,  

% the less likely smaller maxima are retained near larger ones 

% Settings for the anisodiff2D are set to default settings from original 

(anisodiff2d.m): 

% x1 = grayscale image or floating point values, s = number of iterations, maximum 

Delta_T = 1/7, Kappa = 30,  

% Option = 2 privileges wide regions over small. 

  

% Creates an elliptical shaped neighborhood size (3x3 to 31x31) that functions as 

% the limiting area of the variable window for any other local maxima to be recorded, 

forces 

% favoring of larger trees over smaller ones as disk size increases 

se2=strel('ball',2,10,6); 

X2=imdilate(x1,se2); 



X2=X2-10; 

x2new=anisodiff2D(X2,iteration,1/7,30,2); 

SE2=strel('disk',2,0); 

X2=imdilate(x2new,SE2); 

  

se3=strel('ball',3,10,6); 

X3=imdilate(x1,se3); 

X3=X3-10; 

x3new=anisodiff2D(X3,iteration,1/7,30,2); 

SE3=strel('disk',3,0); 

X3=imdilate(x3new,SE3); 

  

se4=strel('ball',4,10,6); 

X4=imdilate(x1,se4); 

X4=X4-10; 

x4new=anisodiff2D(X4,iteration,1/7,30,2); 

  

SE4=strel('disk',4,0); 

X4=imdilate(x4new,SE4); 

  

se5=strel('ball',5,10,6); 

X5=imdilate(x1,se5); 

X5=X5-10; 

x5new=anisodiff2D(X5,iteration,1/7,30,2); 

  

SE5=strel('disk',5,0); 

X5=imdilate(x5new,SE5); 

  

se6=strel('ball',6,10,6); 

X6=imdilate(x1,se6); 

X6=X6-10; 

x6new=anisodiff2D(X6,iteration,1/7,30,2); 



  

SE6=strel('disk',6,0); 

X6=imdilate(x6new,SE6); 

  

se7=strel('ball',7,10,6); 

X7=imdilate(x1,se7); 

X7=X7-10; 

x7new=anisodiff2D(X7,iteration,1/7,30,2); 

  

SE7=strel('disk',7,0); 

X7=imdilate(x7new,SE7); 

% Output becomes the X and Y coordinates for row# and column# of stems >h  

[r2,c2]=find(x2new==X2&xold>minheight); 

[r3,c3]=find(x3new==X3&xold>minheight); 

[r4,c4]=find(x4new==X4&xold>minheight); 

[r5,c5]=find(x5new==X5&xold>minheight); 

[r6,c6]=find(x6new==X6&xold>minheight); 

[r7,c7]=find(x7new==X7&xold>minheight); 

  

% Output to determine stem heights 

f2=find(x2new==X2&xold>minheight); 

f3=find(x3new==X3&xold>minheight); 

f4=find(x4new==X4&xold>minheight); 

f5=find(x5new==X5&xold>minheight); 

f6=find(x6new==X6&xold>minheight); 

f7=find(x7new==X7&xold>minheight); 

  

%Final output file, should be 3 columns = X,Y,Z 

stems2=[c2,r2,x1(f2)]; 

stems3=[c3,r3,x1(f3)]; 

stems4=[c4,r4,x1(f4)]; 

stems5=[c5,r5,x1(f5)]; 



stems6=[c6,r6,x1(f6)]; 

stems7=[c7,r7,x1(f7)]; 

stemsall=cat(1,stems2,stems3,stems4,stems5,stems6,stems7); 

x=sortrows(stemsall,3); 

  

%Determine unique values  

[u,m,n] = unique(x,'rows'); 

  

%Count the number of duplicates 

A=accumarray(n(:),1); 

stem=cat(2,u,A); 

%Self-thins the number of stems when their inter-stem distances are too 

%little 

     

stem1=sortrows(stem,3); 

stems.x=stem1(:,1) % the x-axis 

stems.y=stem1(:,2) % the y-axis 

stems.z=stem1(:,3) % the z-axis 

stems.l=stem1(:,4) % the number of times isolated, i.e. ‘likelihood’ of being true 

stems.r=0.13.*stem1(:,3).^1; % the allometric estimated mean canopy radius 

stems.id=transpose(1:(nnz(stems.x))); % unique ID number 

  

%Display tile in UTMs 

%[rows cols]=size(tile.grid); 

%x=linspace(tile.xllcorner, tile.xllcorner+(rows./tile.cellsize), cols); 

% [problem here to be fixed] y=linspace(tile.yllcorner-(cols./tile.cellsize, 

tile.yllcorner),rows; 

  

%imagesc(x,y,tile.aniso); 

 

The vlm.m output are stored in a MATLAB structure array as: 



vlm_output.x %the x-axis location 

vlm_output.y %the y-axis location 

vlm_output.z %the z-axis location 

vlm_output.l %the number of times a local maxima was isolated, i.e. its ‘likelihood’ 

vlm_output.r %the radius of the tree estimated by r=0.13*z^2  

vlm_output.id % the individual identification number of the tree  

   

ALLOMETRIC RULE 

First, we use a k-nearest neighbor classification scheme to identify the nearest trees to 

each individual tree. Matlab 2012b has a ‘rangesearch( )’ function which identifies all of the 

neighboring trees within a defined Euclidean distance of each tree. Next, we specified that any 

trees that were less distant than the expected canopy radii for local maxima be flagged as 

possible errors of commission. 

>>vlm_flagged_trees_removed = selfthin(vlm_output, 0.333); 

selfthin.m  

%Flags local maxima that are within predicted canopy radius of their 

%nearest neighbors  

%Outputs columns are TreeID X Y Z R L 

function Z = selfthin(stems)% stems is the output of VLM 

NS1=ExhaustiveSearcher([stems.x stems.y]); % finds all of the local neighbors 

[idx1,dist1]=rangesearch(NS1,[stems.x stems.y],21); % catalogs distance of neighbors 

% within a 21 m radius (should be modified for different units, e.g. m or ft) 

list_id_flagged1=zeros(5,size(stems.x)); % flags neighbors closer than break point 

for i=1:1:size(stems.x,1) 

    neighbor_ID1=transpose(cell2mat(idx1(i,1))); 

    neighbor_dist1=transpose(cell2mat(dist1(i))); 

    neighbor_z=stems.z(neighbor_ID1); 



    flag1=neighbor_dist1 > 0 & neighbor_dist1 < (stems.r(i).*2) & neighbor_z < 

stems.z(i); 

    list_id_flagged1(1:size(neighbor_ID1(flag1),1),i)=neighbor_ID1(flag1); 

end 

C1=list_id_flagged1; 

B1=unique(C1); 

B1(1,:)=[]; %deletes first sorted value [a zero] values are ID 

A.id=B1(:,1); %ID 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

Z.lia=ismember(stems.id,A.id); 

for j=1:1:size(stems.x,1) 

    if Z.lia(j,1)==0 % if the tree is not flagged store its values 

        Z.x(j,1)=stems.x(j,1); 

        Z.y(j,1)=stems.y(j,1); 

        Z.z(j,1)=stems.z(j,1); 

        Z.r(j,1)=stems.r(j,1); 

        Z.l(j,1)=stems.l(j,1); 

    elseif Z.lia(j,1)==1 % if the tree is flagged delete its values 

        Z.x(j,1)=NaN; 

        Z.y(j,1)=NaN; 

        Z.z(j,1)=NaN; 

        Z.r(j,1)=NaN; 

        Z.l(j,1)=NaN; 

    end 

end 

MATLAB EXPORT TO *.CSV TREE LIST FILE 

  The flagged stem list data are ready to be put back into a single table format, and assigned their 

UTM coordinates for export into an ArcGIS ready format:  

>>export_vlm_output = export_utm(vlm_output,tile); 

The export_utm.m code: 



% 1) Execute after VLM.m and selfthin.m are run 

% 2) This script requires the output local maxima file from VLM.m or selfthin.m as the 

first input, the pixel size 

% (found in the .ASC ArcGIS ready file header generated from FUSION), the 

% UTM X coordinate of the upper left corner, UTM Y coordinate of the upper 

% left corner. Note: The FUSION produced .ASC reports the lower-left corner 

% X and Y coordinates. The upper corner coordinate can be found by adding 

% the number of rows: nrows * cellsize + yllcorner; the xllcorner is 

% identical to the xulcorner. 

% Directory is the file path where you want to save the file list 

% i.e. 'C:\FUSION\Trees' 

function UTM_export = export_utm(maxima,data) 

utm_xulcorner=data.xllcorner; 

utm_yulcorner=data.yllcorner+(data.cellsize.*data.nrows); 

    UTME=(maxima.x.*data.cellsize) + utm_xulcorner; 

    UTMN=utm_yulcorner-(maxima.y.*data.cellsize); 

    HT=maxima.z; 

    RADIUS=maxima.r; 

    OID=0:1:(size(maxima.x)-1); 

    rOID=transpose(OID); 

    UTM_export=[rOID UTME UTMN HT RADIUS]; 

At this point the data are ready for export from MATLAB with the dlmwrite command: 

>>dlmwrite('J:\SWJ2012\VLM\q35106F5103N_vlm.csv',export_vlm_output,'delimiter',',','pr

ecision',10); 

ARCGIS PROCESSES 

BEFORE IMPORTING *.CSV TREE LIST INTO ARCGIS 

Open the *.CSV file in TextPad or WordPad and add a header line for the output: 

OID, UTME, UTMN, HT, CR 



Next, open the ‘Replace’ feature and convert the ‘NaN’ values to ‘0’. Save the changes. 

In ArcGIS click the ‘Add Data’ button and import the .CSV. Right click on the file and select the 

‘Display XY Data’, select the UTME as the X coordinate and UTMN as the Y coordinate, set the 

projection to the datum. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

FIGURE 1: Process tree for creating an individual tree inventory. The process begins with an 

*.LAS file, which can be viewed in USFS FUSION/LDV (McGaughey 2012). A batch process is 

created to generate (1) a quality control and quality assurance (QAQC) report, (2) a bare earth 

surface *.DTM, (3) a canopy height model (CHM) *.DTM. The sub-meter CHM is imported into 

MATLAB 2013a (The Mathworks) with the custom import script [asc_import.m]. The variable 

area local maxima (VLM) are then determined [vlm.m]. The self-thinning rule is applied to 

remove errors of commission in the overstory trees [selfthin.m]. The final data are then exported 

as a .CSV file [export_csv.m].   

FIGURE 2: Example of anisotropic diffusion (AD) on a CHM with pulse return density ~3.66 

ppsm. The CHM resolution is 0.333 m
2
 [9 pixel neighborhood per meter], and obvious ‘salt and 

pepper’ and ‘corn row’ effects occur because of over-sampling. The color ramp transitions from 

ground level [blue] to the tallest trees [red].    represents the number of iterations to which the 

AD filter was applied; the greater the number the blurrier the image becomes. 

FIGURE 3: Example of the same CHM as Fig.A2 (upper left), with either an AD (2x, upper 

right), or ball dilation of the CHM (lower left), and both AD and dilation (bottom right). 
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Table 5: Flight collection parameters for the aerial LiDAR. Values are from the vendor provided 

reports and the pulse return density statistics are from the FUSION/LDV ‘Catalog’ Quality 

Control / Quality Assurance process (McGaughey 2012). 

 Santa Catalina 

Mountains 

Pinaleño 

Mountains 

Jemez Mountains 

Vendor / Area Sanborn Inc. Watershed 

Sciences 

NCALM (VCNP) Watershed Sciences  

(SW Jemez) 

Acquisition Dates March 25-27 2007 September 22-27, 

2008; leaf-on 

January 2010 leaf-off 

(snow-on), July 2010 leaf-

on (snow-off) 

June 18-19,22-27,29-

30, July 1 2012; leaf- 

on 

LiDAR Scanner Optech 2050ALTM Leica ALS50 

Phase 2 

Optech Gemini Leica ALS60 

Pulse Rate 50kHz 70-90kHz 100kHZ 105.9kHz 

Scan Rate 31Hz 52.2Hz <100Hz <100Hz 

Returns per pulse 1,2, Intensity 1-4, Intensity 

Classification Default 1, Ground 2, Withheld 11 

Scan Angle ±16° ±15° ±25° ±13° 

Accuracy 

(Vertical/Horizontal) 

37.0cm/1.0m 3.2 cm / 1.0 m 7.0 cm / 1.0 m 2.8 cm / 1.0 m 

Flight level ~1,700m 800-1,300 m ~1,000 m 650 - 1,100 m 

Flight line overlap <50% side lap >50% side lap 

μ pulse-return spacing 3.44 ppsm 7.36 ppsm January: 8.86 ppsm 

June: 5.91 ppsm 

13.35 ppsm 

 

μ Bare ground spacing ~1 ppsm 0.98 ppsm 1.11 ppsm 2.58 ppsm 

Acquisition Area 31,792 Ha 34,608 Ha January: 29,400 Ha 

June: 75,600 Ha 

52,588 Ha 

∑              1,153,550,429 2,892,925,979 January: 2,541,885,987 

June: 7,754,915,628 

7,020,498,000 

Units International Feet Meters 

Projection, Datum Central Arizona State 

Plane, NAD89-92, 

NAVD88 

UTM Zone 12, 

WGS84, NAD83 

UTM Zone 13, 

WGS84, NAD83 

 

 

 


